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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING A'PPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of:
PACIFIC GAS S .ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Units 1 & 2)

)
)

) Docket Nos. 50-275 O.L.
) 50-323 O. L.
)
) (Seismic Issues)
)

JOINT INTERVENORSs
PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT

AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

INTRODUCTION

On June 24, 1980, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Board ("Appeal Board" ) ordered the evidentiary record in this

proceeding on Pacific Gas and Electric Company's ("PGGE" or

"Applicant" ) application for a license to operate the Diablo

Canyon Nuclear Power Plant ("Diablo Canyon" ) to be reopened

to consider new earthquake data recorded during'the
1/

October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley ("IV-79") earthquake.

The IV-79 earthquake provided what has been described as
2/

"the best near-field data set" for a large magnitude

1/ The Appeal Board's order was issued in response to the
Joint Intervenors'otion to reopen filed on March 28, 1980.

2/ Board Notification BN-79-43, December 17, 1979 (from
R.E. Jackson memorandum of December 12, 1979, p.l).





earthquake available to date. The Appeal Board stated in

its order reopening the evidentiary record:

In our judgment, the Imperial Valley
earthquake data may well shed significant
additional light upon the correctness of
key seismic findings made. by the Licensing

'oard. If so, we should take that new
information into account in reviewing the
decision approving the plant's seismic
design. 3/

The Appeal Board directed the parties" to file written

testimony on nine questions set out in an appendix to its
4/

decision. In a subsequent order, the Board directed Dr.

Mihailo D. Trifunac and Dr. J. Enrique Luco to review and

comment on, as Board witnesses, the testimony furnished by
5/

the parties. Both experts had served as consultants to

the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards ("ACRS") and

had testified before the Licensing Board in response to

subpoenas issued on behalf of the Joint Intervenors.

3/ PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY (Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-598, 11 NRC (June 24,
1980)(~sli . ~o . at 5)(cited hereinafter as ALAB-598). The
Licensing Board had previously concluded in its September 27,
1979 partial initial decision that Diablo Canyon would be
able to safely withstand a 7.5 magnitude earthquake on the
Hosgri fault only 5.8 km from the site.

4/ The nine questions are set out in Appendix A to the Joint
Tntervenors'roposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.

5/ Memorandum and Order dated August 7, 1980.





Evidentiary hearings were held from October 20 through
6/

October 25, 1980. At their conclusion, the Appeal Board

directed the parties to submit proposed findings of fact
and conclusions of law. This submission is filed pursuant

r
"P.

to the Board's directive.
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED

FINDINGS OF FACT 7/

The IV-79 earthquake data confirm that 0 '5 g
response spectrum ("Newmark Spectrum" ) adopted for
the Hosgri reanalysis represents the forces of a
6.5 M earthquake —not a 7.5 M earthquake.

The IV-79 earthquake data demonstrate that the
0.75 g response spectrum ("Newmark Spectrum" ) adopted
for the Diablo Canyon seismic reanalysis is not an
appropriate, conservative representation of the
7.5 M Hosgri earthquake.

III~ The IV™79 earthquake data confirm that the
'values assigned to vertical accelerations in the
Hosgri reanalysis (2/3 the;horizontal accelerations)
underestimate the vertica1'accelerations'li'kely to
occur at the diablo Canyon,,site.

IV. The Diablo Canyon design criteria are improperly
reduced on the basis of an unproven "tau effect"
and soil structure interaction.

Ve 7.5 M is the proper Safe Shutdown Earthquake ("SSE")
for Diablo Canyon, and no change in that determination
is warranted by recent USGS work on the location of
the 1927 'earthquake (7.3 M)- ~

6/ A list of exhibits is included at Appendix B to the
Joint Intervenors'roposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law.

7/ The Joint Intervenors adopt the findings proposed by
Governor Brown relating to "focusing" (Appeal Board Question
No. 7) and the El Centro Steam Power Station (Appeal Board
Question No. 8).
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PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT

I. The IV-79 earthquake data confirm that the 0.75 g response
spectrum ("Newmark Spectrum" ) adopted for the Hosgri
reanalj.sis represent the forces of .a 6 .5 M earthquake-
not a 7,.5 'M earthquake.

A. The IV-79 earthquake data confirm the conclusion re-

quired by the evidence taken at the prior Licensing Board hear-

ings: the 0.75 g response spectrum ("Newmark Spectrum" ) adopted

for the reanalysis represent the forces of a 6.5 M earthquake

on the Hosgri fault —not a 7.5 M earthquake. The evidence

taken at the prior Licensing Board hearings is .briefly summarized

below.
A

1. Dr. J. Enrique Luco and Dr. Mihailo D. Trifunac,

the ACRS consultants, as well as Dr. James Brune, the Joint
Intervenors'itness,, testified that the Newmark 'Spectrum

represents the forces of a 6..'5 M on the Hosgri, Saul<- 'The

USGS Circular 672 and its update, Circular 795, require the

same conclusion.

Dr. Luco found that the values used to scale the Newmark

Spectrum —0.75 g, 61 cm/sec, and 20 cm, for <he peak

acceleration, velocity and displacement, respectively—
are generally in agreement with the expected peak values obtained

by Dr. Trifunac for a 6.5 M earthquake and with the peak values

for a 6.5 M earthquake published in USGS Circular 672. Further-

more, Dr. Luco established that the peak acceleration, velocity,
and displacement for the Nesmark spectrum fell short by 40% to

60% percent of the Trifunac estimates for a 7-5 magnitude earth-
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8/
quake. Licensing Board Exhibit ("L.B. Ex. ") 2-C (Luco Com-

ments) at 2; Tr. 8873 (Licensing Board {"L.B.") hearing){Luco).

F

COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM GROUND MOTIONS

Peak values
used by
Newmark~/

M=6 ~ 5

Trifunac"*/ USGS"**/
No. 672

M = 7 '

Trifunac"*/ USGS"**/
No. 672

max
(g)

0.75 0-69(1-29) 0 ~ 80 1 ~ 07(2. 00) 1 ~ 15

v (in/sec)
max 24 23(48) 39(84) 53

max
(in)

8(19) 15 12(30) 28

Newmark, N.M., "A Rationale for Development of Design
Spectra for Diablo Canyon Reactor Facility,." Appendix C,
Supplement No. 5, SER, Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Station Units 1 and 2, NRC, 1976.

Average (average + standard deviation) peak motion for rock
at an epicentral distance R = 7.5 km based on Trifunac,
J.D. "Preliminary Analysis of the Peaks of Strong Earth-
quake Ground Motion — Dependence of Peaks on Earthquake
Magnitude, Epicentral Distance and Recording Site Con-
ditions," B.S.S.A-, 66, 189-219 (1975).

Page, R.A., et al., "Ground Motion Values for Use in the
Seismic Design of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System,"
Geological Survey Circular 672, 1972.

Source: L.B. Ex. 2C (Luco Comments) at Table l.

8/ Dr. Luco independently verified Dr. Trifunac's attenuation
function and was satisfied that it gave valid results. Tr.
8874-5 (L.B. hearing). He noted that other researchers had
found Dr. Trifunac's attenuation function produced accurate
results. Tr. 8875 (L.B. hearing).
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In addition, Dr. Luco found that 'the Newmark Spectrum-

fell s h'ort by 30a — '50a'of estimates of the average re-

zponse spectrum for .a '7-'5 'M earthquake obtained by Dr-
F

Trifunac-s Z.33. Ex-. 2-.C .(Iwco comments') at 2. 'llr-'uco con-

eluded that "the free-field design .spectrum used for aeevalu-

ation of the Diablo Canyon "Nuclear '-Power Plant does not re'fleet "
the strong motion at the site of a 7.5 M earthquake at an

epicentral distance of 5 kilometers, but rather the motion for
a 6.5 M earthquake at that distance. Id. at 1-

Dr. Brune essentially agrees with that conclusion. Dr.

Brune testified that earthquakes greater than magnitude 7 will,
on average, produce peak accelerations of 1.0 g within 10

kilometers of the Sault and, under reasonable conditions,

maximum acclerations -could .exceed,2 9,g (Joint
Zntervenors'xhibit'"J.I.

Ex-")). 66 aX 3-3.9-, Tr- 7916 (I.33- «hearing).

Dr. Brune's predicted average peak acceleration of 1:0 .g exceeds

significantly the 0.75 -g,peak acceleration for the Newmark

Spectrum.

Dr. Brune's

earthquakes of M

authors who have

estimates of average peak accelerations for
2 7.0 are supported .by (a) studies of several

extrapolated data from larger distances and

smaller magnitudes to obtain estimates of peak accelerations

for M = 7.0 at close distances (less than 10 km), J.I. Ex.

66 at 3-6 through 3-9; and (b) %he recordings of recent

large earthquakes, Id. at .3-4 through 3-6. Dr..Brune ex-

plained how theoretical models .of the fault rupture process

and numerical calculations indicated that extremely high
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accelerations (greater than 2.0 g) .and velocities (greater

than '200 cm/haec) could result during an earthquake from con-

structive interference (focusing, of earthquake energy), local-
ized higstress -drops-, -er fault ':breakout- Id-,at 3-3.0 .through

3-16, Tr. '7936-39 (Brune)-« Addi:tionally, Dr- Brune xeported
,J

that the fault maps he had studied, including the Applicant's

own mapping of the Hosgx i fault, required him <o conclude that

energy released during the postulated 7,.5 M Hosgri earthquake

could be "focused" at the Diablo Canyon site and cause extxeme-
9/

ly high accelerations Co occur there. 'Id. at 3-2 and 3-13.

Dr. Trifunac also concludes that the Newmark Spectrum

represents the earthquake forces of,a 6.5 M on the Hosgri

fault 5.8 km from the site, not .a 7.5 8. i"B- Zx.. D at 5;
Tx. 8970 (Trifunac). however,, because he considexs a 6-5 M

4

0

on the Hosgri fault <o be large- enough, for the SSZ, Dr. 'Trifunac

accepts the Newmark Spectxum as an adequate repxesentation

of free-field strong ground motion for the Hosgri reanalysis.
Tr. 8984-5 (Trifunac).

The authors of USGS 795, a study prepared for the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission to update Circular 672, recommended a

peak acceleration value (0.80 g) for a 6.5 M earthquake.

9/ The subject of "focusing" is not discussed at length in
these proposed findings. As indicated in footnote 7, Joint
Intervenors adopted <he findings on "focusing" proposed by
Governor Brown.
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This slightly exceeds the value (0.75) assigned to the
lo/

7.5 M Hosgri earthquake. J.I. Ex. R-1 at 26. The authors

state:

After considering the physics of the fauliimg
'rocess, 'the"f'ew."ava'ilab'1+ data -close -to"Xaults-,',,

.and the modifying effects of .surface topography.,
at the 'present'-time it would be difficul< 4o accept
estimates '3.ess than about 0.8 g, 1'10;cm/s., and 40 cm,
respectively, d'or the mean values of peak accelera-
tion, velocity, and displacement at rock sites within
5 km .of fault rupture -in a magnitude 6.5 earthquake-

Id't 1.

The authors of 'USGS Circular 795 .do mot provide estimates

of peak acceleration for 7.5 M earthquakes. However, they

conclude that "[C]onservativism requires the presumption of .

some increase with magnitude." Id. at 25-

'2. The Newmark Spectrum is derived, from the 'l971

,San Zernando,, California„ earthquake.,which Sad .'a magnitude
r I

v ~

of 6.5. This is direct evidence that the Newmark'Spectrum

represents the earthquake forces of a 6.5 M, not a 7.5 24

earthquake. Dr. Newmar'k confi.rmed that the Newmark Spectrum

was derived from .the=>~coima Sam record ef the 1971 San Fernando

earthquake, modified, i'n .the high frequency range'Xo achieve

a 0.75 g zero -period limit. Tr. 8618-19; 9322 (L.B. hearing)

(Newmark); see also *L.'B..Ex. 2-C (Luco comments)("The free-field

design spectrum developed by Newmark and adopted by the NRC

corresponds to a simplified version of the average of the two

10/ USGS Circular 795 was discussed at the prior Licensing
Board hearing but was'ot introduced into evidence until the
Appeal Board hearing.
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Pacoima Dam spectra recorded during the 6.5 M San Fernando.

earthquake with the high-frequency portion reduced .by use of

an 'effective'eak acceleration.") at l.

3. "Zhe .arguments advanced by <he'ZRC Staff -wnd Applicant

during the T.icensimg Board evidentiary hearing were ~ot per-

suasive. Dr. Newmark, testifying for the NRC Staff, argues that.
the'accelerations recorded during the 6-5 'M San Fernando Valley

earthquake can be taken to repiesent the accelerations ex-

pected during a 7.5 M on <he Zosgri. 'Tr-. 8618-3:9; 932'2 (L.B..

hearing)(Newmark); Dr- Newmark gave two reasons for this
position. Neither was supported by the record.

(a) Dr. Newmark argued that the thrust fault mechanism

associated with the 1971 San Fernando earthguake releases greater

stress —measured as ".stress drop" — than the strike-slip mech-
t A

anism associated with faults in the coastal regs.on, 1'i'ke the

Hosgri. Since peak accelerations in the near field are controlled-

principally by the stress drop, a 6.5 M thrust fault is comparable

to a 7.5 strike-slip fault. Tr. 8624-30 (J.Z hearing)(Jlewmark).

Several factors require >ejection of this position. First,
it is not supported by relevant data No study has been conducted

to determine whether peak accelerations near the fault rupture

vary as a function of overall "style of faulting," and, if so,

how. Tr. 8629 (L.B. hearing)(Newmark). Second, there are earth-

quakes that contradict this position. Dr. Brune identified ex-

amples of earthquakes that exhibited a strike-slip rupture mech-

anism and very high stress drops.. J.I. Ex. 66 at 3-5 through 3-6;
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Appendix I to Statement to the ACRS (Attached to the

testimony as Appendix I). (The IV-79 earthquake is a good

example of a strikeslip fault,, magnitude 6.4 — 6-9, that

produced peak accelerations, veracities and disp1acements

(0.81 g, 40 cm/sec, 48 cm) greater than those for the Newmark

Spectrum (0.75 g, 61 cm/sec, and 24 cm). Third, Dr. Newmark

relies on conclusions from laboratory tests not necessarily

applicable to the problem. Dr..Newmark sites laboratory tests

showing that it takes greater -stress to compress rocks (thrust

fault) than pull them apart (strike slip faul<). 'Zr. 8630

(Newmark). However, these laboratory tests fail to take into

account the pressures of 10-15 kilometers of overburden and,

therefore, are not directly applicable to the rupture process.

Fourth,'he possible effect of the overall style.,of faulting
is likely to be negus.igible in view o'f 'the numerous other factors

that determine strong ground near the fault; including, strength

of the near surface materials at the site, orientation of the

rupture vis-a-vis the site (focusing); faulting mechanisms which

may lead to zones of concentrated energy release. J ~ I. Ex 66

at 3-10 through 3-16; L.B- Ex. 2-C (Luco comments)("The appli-
cant has indicated that the thrust fault mechanism and the

location of the Pacoima Dam instrument in the San Fernando

earthquake may have increased the recorded peak acceleration.

These possible effects are negligible in view of the fact that

the standard deviation for peak accelerations, which has not

been considered, corresponds to a factor of 2.") at 2.





(b) Dr. Newmark argues that the accelerations recorded

during the 6.5 M San Fernando, California earthquake can be

taken to represent the accelerations expected during a 7.5 M

earthquake on the Hosgri, because, ~ear the fault. rupture,

peak accelerations are ~early magnitude independent. Tr. 8596-8

)Newmark). This argument is likewise ~ade .by,the Applicant's

witnesses who cite as support for this position, an article
11/

by Hanks and Johnson. Tr. 5470; 5889-92; 5895-97 (Smith).

However, reliance on the Hanks and .Johnson arti'cle is misplaced.

Hanks and .Johnson argue that .a .data set of peak accelera-

tions for earthquakes in the magnitude range 3-2 — 7.1 and

recorded within 10 km of the fault, are consistent with tQe

idea that peak accelerations are a function of magnitude in--
4

dependent .source properties. however, this conclusion applies

to. an idea'lized mode1. that .assum'es .there, is '.absolutely. ~o

constructive interference between the earthquake wave packets.

It therefore has little application in the real world where such

intereference is likely to occur at any significant distance

from the fault. V.I- Ex. 47 at 963-4.

In fact, the Hanks and Johnson analysis implies that

the probability of obtaining high accelerations .increases with

increasing magnitude. Tr. 5936-40 (Smith) Tr. 9062 (Luco).

This conclusion is borne out by Hanks and Johnson data set

ll/ Hanks, T.C., and Johnson, D.A.g "Geophysical Assessment
of Peak Accelerations," J.I. Ex. 47.
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which shows some dependence of peak accelerations on magnitude.

The data plotted as a logarithm of .peak .acceleration against

magnitude can, be fit 'by;a straight'line with a slope equivalent
'2/

to 'an 'increase by a factor,of 3.;4 per magnitude,uniC-,

See J.Xe,Ex. R-1 at 26-

(c) 'At the 'Licensing .Board hearings,"-th'e Applicant

sought to establish that expected peak acceleration for a

7.5 M earthquake .at a distance of 5.8 km, falls in the range

of .50 g — .80 g. This position is based .on;the testimony

of Drs. Bolt; Smith and .Seed which 'was .deficient in several

respects.

Dr. Bolt testified that a range of 0-60 g to 0..80 g
'I

represents his estimate-of the expected peak .acceleration in
the free-field for the magnitude, range 6 '.5 to- 8-'0. 'Tr.'921

~ „

(L.B-.,hearing.) (33olt).'-" however,":qthe,.basis -,X'ox ',these, est~mates

cannot be verified.,The —;extrapolar.on on„which',.they are
h

'pparent'1ybased are not in the ieco'rd.' -
''r.

Smith -testified that the expected peak .accelerations

for eathquakes in the magnitude-range 5..5 —'8.'0 is 0-50 g-

His estimates,,based on the arithmetic average of the near

fault peak accelerations for approximately 25 earthquakes--

most less than 6.5 M -- are biased -to obtain low results by

12/ The USQS cautions against extrapolating beyond 6.5 M.
gowever,'s discussed infra., the e'vidence taken during the
reopening indicates some increase in accelerations is to he
expected for 7.5 M.
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treating 5.5 M earthquakes equal to 8.0. Tr. 5940-8.

Furthermore, Dr,. Smith's reliance .on Hanks and,Johnson .for

treating earthquakes of .magni'tuBe 5.3 equal 'to earthquakes of
4 ",'I

magnitude 8. 0 is misplaced. 'Tr:. 5936-40 (.Smith) ~ 'As demonstrated
f

above, Hanks and Johnson recognize .Chat. the -probability of high
\ r ~,r

accelerations clear'ly -increases 'with 'increasing ".magnitude. '.

Finally, Dr. Seed obtained estimates of .70 g and .75 g

as conservative estimates of %he mean peak accelerations Xor a
l I j

'7.5 M, earthquake within l'0 3am 'of-'<he'aulk- 'Tr,. 10103-8 .

(I.B. hearing) (Seed).

The 0..70 g estimate was obtained by performing a regression

analysis on a plot of .near source peak acceleration vs. magnitude,

for several earthquakes i~ the magnitude range 3.3 — 7.8. Since

the small..earthquakes .are less,likely <han large earthquakes

-to produce .high accelerations,.w*nd since. most of Che'.grata;"i's.

for earthquakes less than 6-0 'M, the regression aaalpsis is
b'iased to give low estimates of peaR accelerations for magn'iCude

7.5 earthquakes. Furthermore, 3r- Seed reduced the peak .accel-

eration recorded ~t Pacoima Dam during the 3.971 San Fernando-

earthquake from 1.25 to 0..80,.for,.his regression analysis.

Dr. '.Seed's 0-75 .estimate "was ob'tained by 'taking the

mathematical average of the four highest peak accelerations

recorded within 10 kilome'ters of the earthquake source.

Tr. 10,1'07; App. Ex. 63. Dr. Smith obtained an average of

0.80 g and concluded .that if the average for these earthquakes

is 0,.80 g, then the mean must be less, than 0-80 g, or no
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greater than 0 ~ 75 g. This low estimate was obtained only

by altering the data —i.e., reducing the peak .accel-

eration .recorded. at,Pacoima 33am.Xrom 1-25,g,to;.0 40 g-.,Use

of the 'actual recorded'peak accel'ection-increases -Dr-
Seed's'stimate

from 0.80 g to 0.91 g. Including new -data —-'Imperial

Valley (M 6.6) peak acceleration 0.81 —increases Dr. Seed's

estimate from -0.80 g to 0.87 g.

B. The IV-79 earthquake data confirm <hat <he 0.75 g

response spectrum ("Newma~k Spectrum'") adopted %or the Hosgri

reanalysis represents the forces of a 6.'5 M earthquake at.

5.8 km from the site —not a 7.5 M earthquake. Response

spectrum derived from an instrumental recording-of the event

(Bond's Corner) .estab'.sh that this earthquake —MS 6.4—
,13/

6-9 — .,produced -d'or'izontal .accelerations throughout„the .II'"R, 'I

I

13/ 'MS (surface wave .magnitude) is a measure of the strength
of the earthquake'in''the long period band (.20 sec) as recorded
by stations at large epicential distances (7200 km). Testimony
of J. Enrique Luco at 1-2 (cited hereinafter as '"Luco"). MZ,

(local magnitude) 'is, based on the amplitude recorded .by the
Wood-Anderson seismograph with a natural period of 0.8 sec
and a damping of 80 percent critical. Id. at 1-2.

There is general agreement that Mz is more ..relevant Xor
engineering applications since it is determined closer to the
period range of interest. Id. at 1-3 ~ The magnitude assigned
by the United States Geological Survey("USGS") to .the Hosgri
fault and subsequently adopted by the NRC Staff for the Hosgri
reanalysis is a surface wave magnitude- A corresponding MZ,

value has been assigned to the Hosgri earthquake.
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frequency range of interest (2 Zz — 20 Hz) approximately

equal to and sometimes exceeding the Newmark Spectrum- The

peak horizontal,acceleration accorded-Curing the MS 6-5 -- 6-9

earthquake slight1y exceeds that, assigned to 'the "7-5 MS .'Hosgri

earthquake.

1. The IV-79 earthquake is rated MS 6.4 — 6-9 and in no

case, equal to or greater than, 7.0. The evidence favors an

6 ~ 4

The USGS assigned an 'MS value of 6-9 to the IV-79

earthquake. Luco at 1-2; Tr.. '758 (Brune). There is .some

question whether this high value is final. Tr. 1230 (Luco') ~

Other experts who have studied the event —Drs Kanamouri

and Regan —have assigned a value of M ~~ 6.5, which is
.W

euqivalent to MS /or purposes important Xo seismic, design.
I

I 4

Dr. Luco reported that the ZV-79 earthquake is rated as MS

6.4 — 6.9 Luco at 3.-2. Other witnesses who commented on

the matter agreed, and no witness disagreed. Testimony of

John A.. Blume at 1-2 (cited hereinafter as "Blume"); Testimony

of Mr. Robert Rothman at 4-5 (cited hereinafter as "Rothman");

Testimony of James N. Brune (Joint Intervenors) at 7 (cited

hereinafter as "Brune (J.I.)").
Drs. Brune, Luco and Trifunac all favor assigning to the

IV-79 earthquake an M 6.2 — 6.6. Dr. Brune assigns th'

IV-79 earthquake an ML~ 6.3, based on his analysis of in-

strumental recordings of the event performed with other
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scientists. Tr. 6l8 (Brune); Luco .at l-2. Dr. Luco

concludes that "the M for the earthquake is probably some-

where between 6-2 and 6..6. Tr. 1230 (Luco); Luco at l-2 through
I

1-,.3 ~ ..Dr- .'Zrifunac .assigns:the gV-.'79, -earthquake- an ML = 6-4.

'Testimony of" .Mihailo '.D Trifunac". a< 'IZ ..1 (ciCed,.hereinafter
4

as "Trifunac"). Drs. tuco and Brune report that other

scientists have assigned, the IV-79 earthquake, an ML = 6.2 based

on an analysis of the strong motion accelerograms recorded

in the U-S- Luco at 1-3; Tr.;618 (3rune.')

Dr. 'Blume, the Applicant's witness, Savored an ML .~ $ -.6

for the reason that it was recorded 1y a reliable recording

station (the California Institute .of Technology (Cal Tech)

station at Pasadena) and on a Wood-Anderson instrument. .(Iocal

magnitude is based, on the wmpla'tude recorded by the Wood-anderson
*

'P ,S

instrument.) "Zhe-'Cal Tech determinati'on-'i'" biased because

its stations represent a 3.imited azimuth sample -to the ~orth

of the Imperial fault. Tr. 619, 752 (Brune)- Ideally, deter-

~,
h

minations of N are based on, records from, a,broad azimuthal
h

distribution. 'Tr. 619, 752. (Brune). Zhe M ~ 6-3 determined

by Dr. Brune from the recording station in Mexico to the south

and the NL~ 6.'2 determined by Dr. Kanamouri '(who teaches at

Cal Tech) from stations north of the border, represent a

broader azimuthal distribution and indicate an ML for the IV-79

earthquake less than the preliminary value of 6.6 reported

by Cal Tech. Tr. 618 (Brune).





2. The maximum horizontal accelerations recorded at

the strong motion instrument at .Bond's Corner Quri'ng the IV-79

earthquake are generally -equal to and sometime exceed the

Newmark Spectrum. 'This data .represents the best estimate of
d t

maximum horizontal accelerations for the ZV-79 earthquake at

distances equivalent 'to the ~'eactor wite-fault
distance'approximately

6 km) .

(a) There is general agreement thaC the accelerations

recorded at Bond's Corner are almost, equal to and 'in some

instances greater than the Newmark Spectrum. 'Dr.. Pao-Tsi~ 'Kuo,

NRC staff witness, presented a graph comparing the Newmark

Spectrum to an upper -bound of all horizontal response spectrum

for the IV-79 earthquake recorded -within 11 kilometers of the

Imperial fault. Testimony of Dr. Pao-Tsix Kuo at 5 and Attach-

ment.'1 (cited hereinafter as '"Xuo"3..«--"Th'is..graph shows,"that, the

maximum accelerations recorded within 3.1 kilometers of the fault
are almost equal to'amd, ia some instances, exceed the New-

mark Spectrum. Dr. Kuo testified that'in the frequency range

of interest —2 Hz' 20 Hz —the upper bound maximum horizontal

accelerations for the IV-79 earthquake correspond to those

recorded a< Bond's Corner. Tr. 580 (Kuo).

Dr. George Young, witness for Governor Brown, compared

the Bond's Corner response- spectrum with the Newmark Spectrum.

Testimony of George A. Young at Figure. 6 and Figure 7 (cited

hereinafter as "Young" ) That comparison also demonstrates

that maximum accelerations recorded at Bond's Corner almost
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equal and, in some instances, exceed the Newmark Spectrum.

No witness presented testimony to rebutt this conclusion.

(b) The Bond's,Corner record represents the best

estimate of maximum horizontal -accelerations associated
\ i'Jt

with the IV-79 earthquake —M :6.4 -- 6,.9 —at, distances

equivalent to the reactor s'ite-"fault 'distance. 'Interpretation

of earthquake data depends on what is assumed to be the

"center of earthquake energy release." 'Trifunac -at 1 4 —1.9

Luco at 1-14 through j.—.17; Tr..'52-62, 1377-8 ('Smith)-, Tr." 1266-9

(Trifunac),. The strong motion instrument at Bond'.s Corner is

located approximately,6-8 kilometers from the IV-79 earthquake's

primary zone of energy release. The distance from the, reactor

site to the Hosgri Zaul< is approximately 6 kilometers. No

other strong motion instrument, operating during the IV-79 earth-

quake -is closer titian", 3.0-12 3am.Zrom.'the zone. „J.I- .Ex..'.R-3.2.

The primary ~one .of energy release for the ZV-79 .earth-

quake was identified ..by Dr'rune through detailed study,''

including computer simulation, of the earthquake's rupture

mechanism. Tr. 612-'16„; 839-4'1;;:849-'5'2„(Brune,). His concl'usion

is that at least one .half the energy of the IV-79 earthquake

was released at a depth of about mix to ten kilometers from

a zone of "concentrated energy release" no greater than 10

kilomaters in length which corresponds, in location, to the

zone of maximum surface displacement. Tr. 613; 854 (Brune);

J.I'Ex. R-12- That poition of the fault northwest of the

zone of concentrated energy release does .not appear to 'have
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released much energy. In fact, movement along that portion.

of the fault during IV-79 may have been sympathetic slip,

triggered by the main energy release Co the southeast. Tr.

615 (Brune). This interpretation is bolstered by the fact

that the northwest segment of the fault. is well known to have

exhibited spontaneous sympathetic ilip in %he past- Zr. 615

(Brune).

Dr. Brune's conclusion is corroborated by <he the following

evidence:

First, Zr 'B.rune's interpretation of the IV-79 earthquake's

rupture mechanism is consistent wi<h the result of other in-

vestigations relating to rupture .mechanisms of other earthquakes

in the region. Tr. 846-7 (Brune)-, J.I. Ex. 66 at Appendix I
to Statement to the ACRS (Attached to the testimony as Appendix

I).
'econd, Dr..Trifunac acknowledged that Dr 33rune's ex-

planation of the rupture mechanism for the IV-79 earthquake was

probably the best description of energy release along the

fault of any available Co date. Tr. 1269 (Trifunac).

Third, Dr Smit.h, witness for the Applicant, introduced

a diagram that clearly shows that most of the subsurface slip
associated with the IV-79 earthquake occurred in the first 10

kilomaters of the fault — the region identified by Dr- Brune

as the area of concentrated energy release. App. Ex. R-ll.

The diagram was taken from the "Earthquake Engineering Re-

search Institute, Reconnaissance Report, Imperial County,

California Earthquake." Tr. 1382.
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Fourth, Dr. Brune's explanation of the rupture mechanism

for the IV-79 earthquake is consistent with the general under-

standing of earthquake. mechanisms. earthquakes're often

characterized by zones concentrated energy ie1ease. 'Tr. 853;

846 (Brune), J.I. Ex. 66 at 3-14 through 3-3.6; Appendix I t'I.
The Applicant and Staff argue that the Bond's Corner

response should not be taken to represent the "maximum vibratory

acceleration" for the IV-79 earthquake. The Applicant argues

that the .calculated mean of the 24 available glori.zontal records

taken within 11 km'of the Imperial fault is "more representative

of the Imperial Valley earthquake....'".= Blume at Figures ZI-I-
Reliance on %he mean spectrum of <he-IU-79 earthquake to

represent the "maximum vibratory accelerations" .for that event

is misplaced- Zt ignores .the regulatory requirements, that
I

demand selection o'f the "maximum vibratory accelerations" for
the SSE. For example, Appendix A states that "[Tjhe 'character-

istic of the Safe Shutdown 'Earthquake shall be derived from

more than one earthquake-..where necessary to assure that the

maximum vibratory acceleration at the site throughout the

frequency range of interest i included-" 10 CFR g.OO,.Appendix

A V(a) (1) (iv) . The calculated mean spectrum for the IV-79

earthquake proposed by the Applicant does not depict a family

of maximum acceleration likely to occur within 11 km of a

MS 6.4 — 6.9 earthquake. It depicts a family of mean accel-

erations. Blume at Figure II-I.
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The Applicant seeks to discredit Dr. Brune's analysis

by arguing that he was unable to locate the zone of concentrated

energy release with any degree of. specificity or .describe its
dimensions- PG&E's Proposed 'Findings of .Fact, and Conclusion of

Law, at 12.

test imony.

This description mischaracterizes Dr. Brune's

The Applicant's complaint is that Dr. Brune was not

able to identify the precise point within the primary zone

of energy release used <o .calculate an energy source-station

distance for the purpose of .comparing the various peak accelera-

tion prediction curves. Tr.,889.: Dr. Brune's ass'istant- had

plotted the IV-79 data against .the peak acceleration prediction

curves of. Drs. Seed, Blume and Trifuna'c (J.Z Zx,. R-13, l4,
15) to demonstrate that Dr. Trifunac's curves provide the best

estimate of the maximum accelerations at a given fault distance.

Tr. 614 (Brune).

The fact that 1)r- Brune could not identify the single

point selected by an assistant to prepare charts demonstrating

a collateral point, does not cancel the main point of the

testimony. Tr. 778, 779 (Brune)- Dr. Brune's principle
conclusion is "that about half the energy, or at least half,
is released in this concentrated zone, and the distribution
we have taken now is 10 kilometers long." Tr. 854 (Brune).

This conclusion is based on comparing the character of

seismic wave forms, both its arrival time and amplitude,

recorded at various stations during the IV-79 earthquake with a
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theoretical record generated by computer and based on a

postulated distribution of energy along the fault surface.

Tr. 839-40 (Brune). Dr, 'Brune determined that a good fit
*

between the recorded data and the .computer output is obtained
P

when the earthquake is modeled as -a single point source,

located beneath <he area of maximum fault displacement, that

releases one-half the total energy of the earthquake. Tr.

840-43 (Brune). In sum, Dr. Brune's analysis provides an

adequate basis for concluding that, the Bond's'Corner"-record,

3.ocated closest of any <o the IV-79 earthquake's primary

zone of energy release, -represents the best estimate of max-

imum horizontal accelerations produced by the earthquake.

For its part, the Staff suggests that the Bond's Corner

"high reading" may be due .to an anoma'ious site condition.

Staff witness Mr. Rothman observed Chat .during -another recent

earthquake, the Bond's Corner station recorded peak accelera-

tions significant'ly higher than .other stations in t'e region

at approximately the same epicentral distance. Rothman at 6-

However, there is no evidence. that the geology underlying

the Bond'.s Corner site is "anomalous" and would amplify strong

motion relative to any other site- Tr. 563 (Rothman). Dr.

Trifunac cautioned against discounting strong motion data based

on speculation that the recording site conditions are "unusual."

"It seems likely that a detailed study of
many stations where strong 'earthquake shaking
has been recorded, might uncover some "unusual"
and "peculiar" site conditi'ons thus placing some
or all characteristics of the motions recorded
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there into a "suspect category. " One would
expect that at such stations peak .accelerations
would fall into a broad amplitude range .with some
peaks exceeding and some peaks being smaller than
the average overall peak amplitudes, of course
assuming that the peak acceleration is not used in
the process of defining "unusual" or "peculiar" site
conditions. Such detailed.-si<e studies are ~ot-
available and thus all data, bases used in estimating
various characteristics of strong earthquake ground
motion are "contaminated" and .suspect-to some degree.
Most probably this "contamination" only increases
the uncertainties of the estimates based on this data
by increasing the variances of the residuals and
probably does not affect the overall amplitude
trends signficantly. I~ the light of this discussion
is seems peculiar then that. tthe srtat'ions 'singled;out
as having "unusual-" site characteristics (e g., Blume
testimony, TERA Report, Xuo testimony) coincide with
those that recorded the largest accelerations so far.

Trifunac at 1.10 — 1.ll.
Finally, it may be argued that there is no basis .for post-

ulating a primary ~one of energy release on the Hosgri fault,
even assuming that 33r..Brune'e -explanation of the xupture

mechanism for the IV-79 earthquake is valid. Tr. 849; 855-6;

861-3,; 866 (Board questions.). The argument has no merit.

First, the physical environment of the Hosgri fault

makes it as good, if not better, candidate for ruptures
U

characterized by zones of high energy release. The Imperial

fault is located in soft soil with concentrations of water which

tends to reduce friction. The Hosgri fault is in much harder

rock capable of sustaining higher stresses and therefore pro-

ducing greater stress drops in the rupture process. Tr. 848;

863 (Brune).

Second, the fact that faults in very different geologic

settings (Imperial Valley vs. San Fernando Valley) exhibit
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zones of concentrated energy release during rupture,
argues'hat

the Hosgri should be presumed capable of the same thing

until it is established. that it is not the case. Tr. 849

{Brune] .

earthquakes on the coastal region with instruments that permit

study of the rupture mechanics. Tr. 865 (Brune)- Where, as here,

there is physical evidence to suggest that the Hosgri could

produce a zone of concentrated energy release, the fact .that

high stress drops have not been recorded ix the .coastal, region

is no reason to rule them out. Tr. 863-66 (Brune).

Fourth, while the Imperial Sault has a higher level of
seismicity than the Hosgri, the level of seismicity is not a

significant indicator 'of stress releases reasonably to he

expected if a large earthquake occurs. " Tr. *872 ('rune)-,
(c) Data from <he 1971 San Fernando, California

earthquake corroborrates the assessment that the Bond's Corner

recording provides a valid estimate of the maximum accelerations

associated with the,IV-79 earthquake. Response spectrum

derived from the Pacoima Dam recording of the San Fernando

earthquake (the strongest record Crom that event) and the

Bond's Corner spectrum are strikingly similar. Young at

Figures 6 and 7. The San Fernando Valley earthquake is rated

MS 6 ~ 5 ~

3- The peak horizontal acceleration recorded during the

XV-79 earthquake —M ~ 6.5 — 6.9 —slightly exceeds that
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assigned to the 7.5 M Hosgri earthquake. The peak horizontal

acceleration value for the IV-79 earthquake is 0.81 g (Bond's

Corner); the peak acceleration for the Newmark Spectrum is
0-75 g.. Coincidentally, the peak acceleration for 'IV-79 is
almost identical to the value recommended to the NRC as a mean

peak acceleration for 6.5 M earthquakes —0.80 g —by the

authors of USGS Circular 795 in a report prepared for the NRC.

J.I. Ex- R-1 at l.
4

Numerous estimates of ~ '"mean"'eak acce1eration'Zor

the IV-79 earthquake were presented at the bearding: .Vrazier—
0.34 g .{affidavit); Blume — 0.36 g (affidavit); tuco — 0-44 g

(Luco at 1-15); Seed — 0.39 g {Tr- 1410)'he Staff and

Applicant argue that these values, or the mean + sigma ("M +0 '")

should be .taken <o-represent the "maximum mibratory accelera-

tions" for'purposes of 'scaling:a response 'spectrum" for 6-5 M

earthquakes. For example, Dr. Seed obtains a M +c = 0.52 g

for the peak accelerations to .be used xn scaling response

spectra for 6.5,. M earthquakes. Tr..1409-13 (Seed).

The Staff and 'Applicant interpretation must be ~ejected

because it violates the regulations» Appendix A states:
"The accelerations at the site shall be determined
assuming that the epicenters of the earthquakes
of greatest magnitude or the locations of highest in-
tensity related to the tectonic structures are situated
at the point on the strcutres closest to the site."

10 CFR 5100, Appendix A (V)(a)(1)(i) ~

This must be taken to mean that maximum vibratory accelera-

tions are to be determined from the point (or zone) of max-

imum energy release. The Bond's Corner (0.81 g) record pro-
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vides such an estimate.

Ideally, one would establish the "maximum vibratory

acceleration" for 6.5 I4 by taking the peak acce'lerations

recorded at approximately 6 km for a large ~umber of 6,.5 H

earthquakes and deriving a mean and mean plus .sigma. That data

is not available. The substitute scheme employed by %he Staff
and Applicant -to derive the mean plus sigma peak accelerat,ion

from the records of a single earthquake —violates the clear

meaning of the regulation.

II. = The IV-79 earthquake data demonstrate that the 0.75 g
response spectrum ("Newmark Spectrum" ) adopted for the
Diablo Canyon seismic. reanalysis, is rot'n appropriate,
conservative representat'ion'f the'7.5 N Hosgri earthquake.

.A. One essential .fact stands out i~ this record: two
i".

earthquakes —both with .M ~~ 6-'5 —,—have -produced horizontal
accelera'lions .throughout'. the.""freguen'cy. range, o'f 'interest

(2 Hz — 20 Hz) approximate1y equal to, and sometimes

exceeding, the Newmark .Spectrum. These earthquakes are,TV-79-
-..~14

(Bond's Corner record), and 'the 1971 San Fernando, California
(Pacoima Dam record). They occurred on different.,faultsg
in different soil conditions, and.were associated with a dif-
ferent style of faulting (San Fernando -- thrust fault;

14/ There is substantial evidence in the record that, if
transferred .to the Hosgri fault, the IV-79 earthquake would
produce higher accelerations at the Diablo Canyon site .be-
cause it is a rock site and the Imperial Valley is soft soil.
Tr. 212, 219, 233-4, 1410-11 (Seed); J-I. Ex. R-4; Luco at
1-17; Newmark at 17; but see, Trifunac at III.1 — III.2.
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IV-79 —strike-slip). That these two earthquakes, very

different in nature, but rated at MS ~~ 6.5, produced records

that are approximately equal to the Newmark Spectrum, strongly

indicates that the Newmark Spectrum is.,for a 6,.5 M earthquake,

not a 7.5 M. e

The IV-79 earthquake daia confirm,.that, within 6 km

of the fault, peak accelerations increase as magnitude in-
creases from MS 6.5 —

MS .7.5. That being the case, the

maximum vibratory accelerations 3.ikely to be produced by

the 7.5 M Hosgri earthquake will exceed the Newmark Spectrum,

which reflects .the maximum vibratory accelerations for a

6.5 M earthquake. *

l. The consensus of <he witnesses in this proceeding
t,

is that, wi.thin 6 3an.of the fault, peak accelerations in-
crease ws', magnitude',increases; grow„,+; 6.5,.to MS 7.5, although

the amount of increase predicted to occur varies according

to,the witness. 'For example, while <he,authors of Circular

795 3.imit their estimates for a,mean peak acceleration to
= 6.-5, they conclude -that for MS= 7.5, and within 10 km

of .the fault, "[C]onservativism requires the presumption

of some increase with magnitude." J.I. Ex- R-l at 25.

As for other witnesses, Dr. Seed assigns a factor of

1.15 to determine the increase in accelerations as magnitude

increases from MS 6.8 — 6.9 to MS 7.5. Tr. 1410 (Seed). The

TERA Report, a study of horizontal peak ground accelera-

tions submitted by the Applicant, employs a factor of 1.2.
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Tr. 1410 (Seed). Trifunac's corxelation predicts an increase

factor of 1.55 for the expected;peak .accelerations .on,rock
U

sites and. going .from;MS .6..3 to.J1S'7L5 *„. J-I. Sx-.2C ',(leuco comments)
4

[

at Table'. 'Dr- 'John Glume "predicts an i.ncrease':of . l.'5: in

expected peak accelerations for'magnitude increases from

MS 6.5 to MS 7.5. Tr. 124 (Blume).

These increase factors cannot be applied mechanically

to the Newmark Spectrum.to derive ayyropri'ate, levels of
\

accelerations for' '7-..5 MS.,Each -was 'determined xn "t:he

context -of = a particulai- correlation and data set'. 'However,
e Cit is not necessary. to..determine how much .increase is appropriat'e

in order to conclude that the Newmark Spectrum with the present

levels of accelerations,, is not .an appropriate, conseivative

.- representation .of---the..7-5,.M Zosgri,earthquake-..See.„e.,cC....
'J «4

'Trifunac at 'II.l ("If some recorded .accelerations during

the Imperial Valley, October 15, 1979 earthquake, .with

M = 6.4 lead to spectra which exceeds the Newmark spectra

proposed for the.3)iablo .site, .i< ~s 3.ogical that the chances

for exceeding <hese spectra dur'ing an M ='.3 earthquake, under

similar condi<i'ons will increase (see Appendices II-A and II.B
for details on this scaling)."

2. The IV-79 earthquake data confirm this conclusion.

As most of the witnesses agreed, the IV-79 data holds no

particular suprise and does not'require-.any significant re-

thinking of the general understanding of strong ground motion.

Tr. 61 (Smith); Tr. 1352 (Blume); Tr. 1145 (Trifunac); see
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also App. Ex. R-5 and R-6 (USGS). The data generally fits
the various attenuation -curves to which .the Appeal Board

15/
requested the parties 'direct their attention (Question,.l),.

Blume at l-l through 1-6;~."Loco -zt -1-.10"through;1-16-; Trifunac

at I-1 through Z.9. Xt .is consistent with <he general under-

standing reflected in those correlations that, within 6 km

of the fault, peak'ccelerations:increase .as magnitude

increases from MS -:.6.5 .to.WS,.7.5-,:.
S

I

C. Consideration wf.,the':M, .assigned to 'XV-79 =-,'ML

Q6-4 —requires.<he same conclusion., An ZL value has not

been assigned .to the .7.-5-.8osgri;earthquake- However, the

MZ, could vary from a value of about 6. 6, to a value of 7.2 Xor

the M = 7.5 earthquake. leuco aC 1-3- In any case, the lowest
S

value =.that. possibly .could he,-assigned,. to the .Hosgri warthguake-
lt 4

1f.

and this would not be conservative —exceed the M:(6..4) pre-

ferred for the XV-79 earthquake. This is additional evidence

that the.Newmark Spectrum is not an appropriate, conservative

representation of the Q= 7.5 Hosgri earthquake.

15/ There was some dispute whether the IU-79 earthquake data
was plotted consistent with distances .used to derive the
particular correlation being tested. However, it was generally
agreed that when plotted consistently with distances used in their
derivation, the Seed, Trifunac and USGS correlations fit the
data. See Luco at 1-14 through 1-17.
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III- The IV-79 earthquake data confirm that the values
assigned to vertical accelerations in the Hosgri
reanalysis (2/3 the horizontal accelerations)
underestimate the vertical accelerations likely to
occur at the Diablo Canyon site.
,A. ,As the -Appeal Board observed "'tT]he response

spectra developed for vertical motion within ll km of the

Imperial Fault during ZV-'79 .appear to'how generally equivalent

values of vertical and horizontal response for periods less

than about 0-2 seconds (i.e., frequencies in excess of 5 cps).

Finally, .in some instances the high .frequency portions of

the IV-79 response spectra for vertical motion exceed comparable

portions of the Diablo Canyon Design Response Spectra."

ALA8-598, 11 NRC (June 24, 1980)(e~li . ~o . at 23).

The IV-79 data,. as well .as .data,Xr'om .ot'her,earJthquakes,.
f

(Gazli ), i.ndicate,.j.hat.. -the, verdi.ca1. x'esponse„,~spectra.,f or Diabl'o'.
(

'Canyon, - based "o':-.setting. vertical ~ccelerati.'ons,"-as "2/3 of:,the.-.","."- »':."
li

horizontal accelerations,,are not appropriate- aad 'that '.new
e

spectra based -on vertical,acce1erations equal to horizontal

accelerations should be established. Brune. at 8-9; Luco at
3-2 through-3-6; 'Trifunac III-'1 — '-III. 2.

-B. The various reasons offered .by the Staff and Appli-

cant for disregarding the IV-79 earthquake recordings of

vertical accelerations and leaving the Diablo Canyon vertical

design response spectra fixed at vertical equal to 2/3 hori-

zontal, do not have merit.
l. It is argued that the high vertical recordings

in the Imperial Valley might be explained on the basis of
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instrument over-registration. This argument should be re-

jected for several'easons. First, no 'analyses has been'l

performed to determine'hether'any'f the IV-79 instruments
4

4

I ~ *'~, ~ ~+' +,I 'i~~t)~ ~ f, ~
'' ~ ~~ "'l

were:securei3 im a '~an'nex."'3.'-ike1y-"-.to'.cause'-over.-x'egin'tiation of

vertical accelerations." Ti. "593 (Newmark) . The charge that

the high vertical accelerations was caused by instrument over-

registration is speculative. Second, the charge that strong

motion instruments typically over-register vertical accelera-

tions apparently has not been accepted by the seismological

community. Young at 29; Brune at '9. Instrument coirection

for such over-registration is not practiced by 'the USGS

or other institutions that, have strong motion instruments

in the field.'Tr; 589-90 (Newmark).—

,

'2-'r'.''Fiazier'as 'sug'gested- aa explanati.'o'ri'Zor"'th'e'3.'gh

veiti'cals i.n"'the 'Imper~1'VaX1ey,,', Eased upon-'the"diXXeient

character.stoics of seismic'waves:,and the d'eep .sedimentary.
J 1

layeiing ie'' the 'Imperial 'Valley which" may cause 'larger P-wave

amplitudes. 1)r Prazier concludes that. the vertical-to-
horizonta1'rati'o of peak acceleration is about three to'en
times.higher for Imperial %alley than for diablo Canyon.

Frazier at IV-1 through 'IV-5.

The Frazier analysis cannot be accepted because it is

highly sensitive to the selection of parameters, the values for

which have not been satisfactorily established. Luco at 4-5.

In fact, Dr. Prazier has recently obtained and presented a

result opposite from that presented in these proceedings by
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use of slightly different parameters to describe the geology
R

in the Imperial Valley. Id.

. 3. The Staff and.,Applicant .defend the Diablo Canyon
I11

E + ~ * C

vertical response spectra,by,pointin9,to oMer correlations

that show vertical accelerations -equal to 2/3 horizontal

accelerations. Those correlations, however, do not 'have a

sufficient amount .of near-field recordings and thus are biased

in favor of distant observations where, in fact, vertical
accele'rations are expected .<o .be.2/3 .the-.,horizontal,accelera-

'ions-.As Dr..Luco .noted-.

Zn the near-fi:eld, .-the: peak;acceleration pulses
have a "high-':frequencymontent -and» .then it 'is-
possible to find" larger peak accelerations in
the vertical components. At larger distances
from the fault the peak acceleration pulses..
have a lower frequency content and the peal(
horizon'tel "accelerations exceed-%he peak
,in <he verti'cal".component; The 'transition ''

for the"IV-79.data occ'urs at:a 'di.'stance of
about 6 km from the fault. Since most cor-
relations for peak acce'lerations 'are based on
data heavily biased <o distances —.in the range
from 20 to l00 km it is not surprising to
find that these correlations predict vertical
peak accelerations of the order of 2/3 of the
peak horizontal values..

Luco at 4-5.
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IV. The Diablo Canyon design criteria are improperly reduced
on the basis of an unproven "tau effect" and soil structure
interaction.
A. The Diablo Canyon seismic design criteria .have been

reduced =by .varying amounts~depending,„upon. the structure .in-

volved. The reduction is. ZOR,for the .containment end .intake

structures; 27% for the auxiliary building; and 33% for the

turbine building. Tr. 703-05 (Kuo)=; Luco. at 5-.4 (Figure 5-1)..

The reduction applies to .the design acceleration values through-

out th'e entire frequency xa'nge of= interest.. SER Supp--. V

at C-38 (Figure 16)..

The basis for this"-substantial:reduction to the design

criteria has been ascribed to various, physical phenomenon

that have changed over time.></ =- Originally the reduction was

attributed to a "wave passage effect."'Under this theory,
s '<. ' C t a '"g)flNO'O~'<4 'l'~'P„ F p

the large rigid structures of the plant site "iron out" the

earthquake waves much like a large boat "'irons out" a choppy
I

sea. Tr. 680, 689 (Newmark); Tr. 1326, (Board question). The
*

reduction in the design accelerations for each structure is
'I

computed by determining the wave transit time across the base

of the foundation. SER Supp. V at C-10 through 15. The reduc-

tion factor was obtained from the following equation:

A = A x R
f o

~/ Both Dr. Trifunac and Dr. Luco have observed that while
the "tau effect" reduction remains constant, the physical mech-
anism to explain it has changed significantly over time. Tr-
8977 (L.B- hearings)(Trifunac); Luco at 5-6.
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where Af = acceleration for the base of the foundation;

Ao = acceleration for the free field; and R = l — 57.

"Tau" (T), the transit .time parameter is determined by divid-
'.,'ing

.the "effective"., width „(the .square moot. of the area) of

the foundation by the shear wave .velocity (3600 ft/sec).
When it became clear that this explanation would not hold,

the Staff and the Applicant proposed another physical mech-

anism to justify the reduction in the design accelerations.

This mechanism — called the "incoherence 'effect" — is based,.

on the assumption that the wave front arrives, at the base of

the foundation "out of phase;" the acce3.eration values over

the base of the foundation at any instant are different from

those that would correspond to a uniform *wave arrival. 'hus,
the foundation response'-~a'-governed by.an acceleration 'impulse

les s th'an '„,th'. maximum -'va3.ue - ', The "',in'coherence"';is 'c'asu'ed „by '.Che - .

ref l'ection and refraction of waves as:they pass through .the

earth 's structure. Tr- 680, 685., 689 (Newman)..

The Applicant proposed a third basis for the >eduction in
the design accelerations. Dr. Seed argues that the results of

a soil structure intera'ction analysis he conducted for the

Applicant justified a 25% — 35% percent reduction of the design

acceleration. Seed at VI-1 through VI-6. This reduction is based

on physical considerations different from those on which the tau

reduction are based.

As is demonstrated below, there is no basis for reducing

the Diablo Canyon design accelerations 20% — 33% for a tau

effect'r soil structure interaction.
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B. The design accelerations have been reduced 20%—

33% percent to account for a so called "tau-effect." These

"tau effect" reductions are not warranted.

1. The calculations are'based'on an assumption that

is untenable: that the shear waves from an earthquake on the

Hosgri fault will propogate horizontally to the site. Dry

Luco uses the containment building to demonstrate why this

is the case. For the containment building at Diablo Canyon,
\

a value of 7 = 0.04 sec has been used. Since the diameter

of the foundation i's 153 feet, the corresponding value for

the apparent velocity is C = 3825 ft/sec. This value of C

implies that the waves propogate almost horizontally because

the shear wave velocity 'at the depth of the foundation is
~ ~

approximately 3600 ft/sec. Luco at 5-,'5 through,5-6. However,
~ 0,'~

„-I

there is genera agreement that the shear waves wi11 arrive at

a vector that is nearly vertical Tr. 8880 (L.B. hearings)

(Luco); Tr. 10,128, 10,168 (L.B. hearings)(Frazier).

2. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate that the

incoherence effects are of the magnitude required to justify
the 20% — 33% percent reductions of the design accelerations.

Neither the Staff nor the Applicant have presented a single

calculation to demonstrate how to obtain a 20$ — 33% percent

reduction from the "incoherence effect." Tr. 685 (Newmark).

The only calculation that they offer is based on a "wave

passage effect," that is, the wave transit time across the

foundation.
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Dr. Luco's calculations for the incoherence effect
demonstrate that to produce the reduction in motion applied

to <he containment .building points separated by 190 feet
I

e

would 'have to be moving in opposite- directions. There is
no data indicating such extreme incoherence over short

distances. To the contrary, the fact that scientists were

able to calculate 'consistent apparent phase velocities using

arrays of give to six 100 m. apart,.argues against.,the existence

of such extreme incoherence over short distances. tuco at 5-'7.

The Applicant argues that .data from the IV-79 earthquake

supports -the case for incoherence.. Applicant's witness, 'Dr.

Stewart Smith, presented an analysis of the strong motion

records obtained from the El Centro, California diffeiential
,-.array-.during the.hearings.17/ .Smith;,at V,-l through V-6- ,.Dr.

V

1t

Smith estimated of the effects of incoherence on the vertical
response spectra by averaging the vertical time histories
and dividing the resulting response spectrum by the vertical
spectrum at station 2. 33ased on that approach, Dr. Smith

concluded "[T]he spectrum of the array average is essentially
identical to an individual member of the array up to frequencies

of about 5 Hz. Above this frequency, the array sum has its

The El Centro, California differential array is a 3.inear
array of five instruments located approximately 3 km from the
Imperial fault. Stations 2, 3, 4 and 5 are at distances of
60, 180, 420 and 700 feet from station 1. Luco at 5-7.





spectral components reduced, the reduction becoming as

large as 40% at a frequency of about 30 Hz." Smith at V-5.

Dr. Luco reviewed the calculations and determined that

they presented "an extreme upper. bound for the effects of

incoherency" and in any case are not applicable to Diablo

Canyon. Luco at 5-7 through 5-10. Dr Luco concluded that

if the calculations. were based on proper distances and

frequencies — the distances. equivalent to the foundation
e

t

dimensions at Diablo 'Canyon (3.50.— 270,feet) and .the frequency
'angeof interest, -the incoherence .effects for -vertical waves

were "extremely small" and those for horizontal- waves were

expected to be even smaller. Id. at 5-10.

During the hearing, Dr.,Smith .presented additional testi-
mony on the recordings at the El 'Centro,array. 'In response

II P 1

to Dr. Luco's criticisms, 18/ 'Dr. Smith performed the calculations

for the horizontal components of motion by comparing the

average array spectra to the average spectra of other stations,

and over an appropriate distance. Tr. 1390-2 (Smith); App. Ex.

R-15. Dr. Smith's conclusion is that incoherence would result in

at least a 10% reduction "at the high frequency end." Tr. 1392

(Smith) ~ He holsters this conclusion with a second analysis

of the array data. TR 1392-6 (Smith); App. Ex. R-16.

The 10% reduction factor calculated by Dr. Smith is not

applicable to Diablo Canyon. First, a uniform 10% reduction

18/ See Luco at 5-7 through 5-10.
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throughout the frequency range of interest is not supported .

by the data. Dr. Smith's own analysis desmontrates that the

effects of wave, incoherence are frequency dependent. The

reductions, scaled Trom-App..Ex.'-15,, are as Sollows,:.,„.
f

3% at 5 Hz; 8.5% at 10 Hz; 16$ at 20. Hz; and 23% at 30 Hz.

See also Tr. 1392 (Smith) ~ The frequency mange of interest
for the Diablo Canyon containment is 2-4 Hz; for the turbine

building, less than 2 Hz. Blume III-2; Tr. 1422 (Seed); Luco

at 2-6, 2-7. The wave incoherence effects computed. from the

El Centro array, even if applicable., are far 3.ess <han the

tau reduction applied to the design accelerations for
structures at Diablo Canyon, e.g., 20% for the containment;

33% for the turb'ine building.
t

More fundamentally„, .the wave.-3.incoherence .effects 'calculated
jil r % j

..by Dr- ..Smith- are,'not..directly. appli;cab1e'o„33iab1o:.'Ca~yon;
r,,

Incoherence effects are based upon-perceived nonhomogeneities

of the soil, at diffeient'oints'it'hin 'the array, since there

are no foundations or structures involved. 'mith V-3, V-4;
P

Tr. 1310 (Luco) . The amount of incoherence', then,, will,depend

upon the difference i.n arrival time's at two locations which,

in turn, will be- inversely proportional to the square of the

average velocity of the wave at certain depths. Tr. 1310 (Luco) .

At the El Centro array, the velocities are on the order of

1000 ft/sec while at Diablo Canyon the velocities are on the

order of 1000 ft/sec while at, Diablo Canyon the velocities
are on the order of 3000 ft/sec.
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Accordingly, the incoherence effect at Diablo Canyon is ex-

pected to be one-ninth that computed for the El Centro array.

Tr. 1310-11 (Luco).

Finally,, Dr: Trifunac raises.,substantial questions re-

garding inferences related to acceleration amplitudes over

a broad frequ'ency range (response spectrum)" based, on observa-

tions of peak acceleration values. He observed that to infer

the amount of reductions accompanying the so-called incoherence

effect on the basis of some"trends =observed: for peak accelera-

tion is not warranted by either;the data or the current under-

standing of strong ground motion. Tr. 1326-30.

Xt is not a simply matter to develop a
dependence of peak accelerations on the size
of building foundations and then to infer how
this might influence the response spectrum shapes.
Peak:accelerations or peaks, of-.way,broad'band
continuous and bounded; function can -be, related

- - to . Pouri~ "'on'.Sower '-Spec'6.bm':.:ampl it'ules.'., of 'that "

function through the root mean square of all
. peaks, which, through. <he 2'arseral's theorem'f

can be expressed as the integral of the spectral
amplitudes squared. Xf one knows 'the c'hanges''of
the expected peak values. The opposite,
however-, is difficult and constitutes an inverse
problem. Zn this respect it is possible and
consistent with the above mentioned relation-
ships that some peaks of recorded motions may
show slight dependence on the size of building
foundation, while the spectra in some or all
frequency:bands do not show a significant difference.

Trifunac at V.7 — V.S.

3. Reliance on the data from the Hollywood Storage

Building ("HSB") to justify the reduction of design

accelerations at Diablo Canyon is misplaced. To prove the

so-called "tau effect," Dr. Newmark compares earthquake records
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from instruments located in the basement of the HSB

and from instruments located in a shelter by the HSB parking

lot. The record from the basement is'"Waken to represent

motion at %he Xoundati:on; .the; accord 'from.':the parking
lot,'12

feet away from the nearest corner o'. <he

building, represents motion in the free field. ,Comparison

of the response spectra derived from recordings at the two

locations reveals that in the high frequency range —2 Hz—
1 \

'25:Hz -".'the „.motion".at..'he fouridation. was.'reduced .Crom ",that '..-:;*
F

~-

recorded -in the free f3.eld. SER 'Supp'.'5 at 'C-92 and 33 -."

(Figures 10, ll, 14, and 15).

Dr. Newmark's analysis of the ZSB is based on an incomplete

consideration of soil structure interaction effects,and results

.in misleading conclusions. ,The response.recorded,in the, base-

. ment ',of the 4SB .during. 'the'1'973.'San":Feriiando,earthquake is," a, ':

result of the complete- soil structure interaction, which is

summarized most comprehensively by Dr. Tuco as follows:

The first effect occurs in the free-field and is
associated with the interference .between the up-
.wardly propagating seismic, excitation with the down-
wardly moving .wave reflected from the ground surface.
At a given depth, certain frequency components are
drastically reduced as a result of this interference.
The result over the top few tens of feet is that the
motion has lower amplitudes than those on the ground
surface. The extent of the reduction depends on depth,
stiffness of the soil and frequency content of the
excitation....
The second effect is associated with the presence of
the foundation (in absence of the superstructure).
Since the motion of the ground varies with depth, and
since the embedded foundation has a rigidity dif-
ferent from that of the soil, the motion of the soil
in the vicinity of the foundation is altered. The
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resulting motion at the bottom of the embedded founda-
tion is then different from the motion of a point in
the soil at the same depth but away from the foundation
(free-field motion at the depth of the foundation).
This scattering effect may lead to translational motion
of the foundation which may be slightly higher or
lower than,hhat of the .free-field at- the" same depth.
The scattering effect also induces a rocking response
of the foundation.„

Finally, the third effect=- corresponds Co" the *effect
of the superstructure on the motion of the founda-
tion (soil-structure interaction proper). In terms of
the translational response at the bottom of the founda-
tion, the interaction proper.may increase or reduce the
motion resulting from the previous two effects.

»«' »«a" «.$ »

Luco at 5-13 through 5-15; see also Seed at UI-1 through UI-2;
»

Blume at VI-1 through VI-1.

Dr. Newmark transferred to Diablo Canyon one aspect, only

of the complete soil structure interaction at HSB — the

scattering effect — and failed to perform a comprehensive

analysis of the complete interaction effects. .This approach
»' ~ 4: » P

is opposed by both Drs. Luco and Trifunac for the reason that

it may well be misleading. Dr. Trifunac concluded as follows:

physical considerations alone seem to be sufficient
to make a case for truly three-dimensional soil-to-
multiple-structure (Containment Building, Turbine
Building, Control Building .etc.) interaction analysis.
This results in several important advantages over
approximate two-dimensional analysis or no soil-
structure interaction analysis at all. First, almost
all phenomena accompanying and influencing the soil-
structure interaction are considered and through proper
modeling can contribute in a correct way to the final
response. Second,. it is not necessary to go through
elaborate analyses and justification of the methods
already starting with approximate representations
(e.g., the proposed " " effect). Finally, there
is no danger in considering some vibration phenomena
and neglecting others.

Trifunac at VI-3.
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- To .illustrate this point, Dr. Luco performed a series

of soil structure interaction analyses which demonstrate

that the motion produced in a structure's foundation is

strongly dependent upon the physical characteristics of the

foundation and superstructure (foundation width, height and

mass of the structure), the fu'ndamental frequency of the

structure and the soil characterics. Further, he showed that,

under certain circumstances, interaction effects would overcome

the "tau-effect" reduction .and produce higher peak:;accelerations

at the base of the structure than in the free-field. Luco at.

5-11 through,5-13. Thus, Dr. Luco rejected applications of a

20% — 33% reduction to the Diablo Canyon accelerations on the

basis of a single recording from a building with foundation and

structural characteristics entirely different from Diablo Canyon.

Rejection of the "tau effect" reduction is further in-

dicated by Dr. Trifunac's independent analysis of the structural

response of 57 buildings during earthquakes. For purpose of the

analysis, Dr. Trifunac made three assumptions that correspond

to„,the rationale offered by the Staff and Applicant to justify
They are:the tau reductions.

1- Average motion of a foundation may be reduced,
relative to the amplitudes of incident waves, by
(1) scattering of waves from the foundation or by
averaging over incoherent free-field motions and by
(2) soil structure interaction.

2. Average reduction of foundation motion relative to
the amplitude of incident waves or of incoherent
waves becomes negligible for g/)~~and for the data
available so far for the periods of ground motion
longer than ~1 second.





3. Average reduction of foundation motion should in-
crease with the size of the foundation.

Dr. Trifunac concluded as follows:

For the frequencies up to 25 Hz, if present, the
high frequency reductions .are indistinguishable
from the inherent fluctuations in the recorded data.
This is perhaps best illustrated by Figure 6 in Appendix
(so that average of all spectral amplitudes between
0.8 and 3.0 seconds is equal to one) of strong motion
recorded in 57 buildings at four selected periods

0 '8g 0 'g 0 '5 and 0 ' seconds, plotted versus
foundation width. It is seen that there is no si ni-
ficant decrease of normalized s ectral am litudes for
increasin foundation width in this anal sis. (emphasis
added).

Trifunac at V.6 ~ Dr. Trifunac's studies also reveal that

"the trends of spectra of recorded foundation motion suggests

that the real full scale structures have foundations which

for purposes of estimating " " reductions cannot be assumed

to be rigid." Trifunac at V.7. The " " reductions applied

to the. Diablo Canyon design accelerations are based on

calculations that assume the foundation to be rigid.
In addition, Dr. Trifunac performed an analyses "to

examine whether there is some trend of reducing the high

frequency spectral amplitudes with respect to the embedment

depth. He found that analyses carried out so far have detected

no significant dependence of the normalized Fourier amplitude

spectra on the depth of the embedment for the structures...
[studied]" Trifunac at V.7.

Finally, Dr. Trifunac observed that conclusions regarding

the character of the foundation response based on comparing

spectra of motions recorded on the building foundation with
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the motions recorded in the adjacent free-field were inherently

suspect. The iree-field station may be in or near a shadow

zone of strong, ground motion — .that is energy reflected from

a nearby structure may.be .contaminating the free-field recording.

Trifunac at V.3-4; V.5-

No comprehensive study has been performed to determine

whether the free-field instrument located adjacent to the HSB

was in the "shadow zone" of the HSB .or some other structure.

This is another reason to reject the reduction to the design

acceleration based on the single recording from the HSB.

4. The behavior of the Imperial County Service

Building ("ICSB") during the IV-79 earthquake warns .against

the over simplified approach advocated by the Staff and

Applicant and argues "for a thorough soil ..structure 5.nter

action analysis at Diablo Canyon. Dr. Trifunac compared

Qd ration — fof .the HSB, %he ICSB and the containment structure.

This ratio controls the reduction in foundation motion under

the Staff and Applicant approach He concludes the g/d

ratio for the HSB, ICSB and Diablo Canyon structures are of

the same order suggesting that if present, the "tau effect"

should appear to a similar degree for all those three structures.

In fact, the motion at the foundation level in the ICSB,

are significantly higher than those recorded in the free-

field adjacent to the building. Various explanations have

been ofiered to explain why the recording at the ICSB do not

display a tau reduction. In general, the conclusion is that
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while there are obvious similarities between the two structures—

both are constructed on piles embedded xn sfot'soil — the

differences appear'to'ave contr'olle8'.the""'found'a'%ion response.

Blume'~t V-'1'"through.'V-"11'"<'.Newmar'k-" at@4-."l6 Luc'o'a't '5-13-'=through-.
*'i

5-19- In short, the response 'od the'ZCSB "duiing the 'ZV-'79-.,

earthqu'aXe demons'trates .that simplified .explanations for the

response of the HSB cannot be vali.dly transferred to Diablo

Canyon, and the 'esign .acceler'ation's'substantially reddc'ed
r

'th't b
' " ' '' '. '".

'*'.

The "Applicant's witness,'r- See'd,"- testified that "

soil structure interaction effects would reduce the design

accelerations of the .Diablo Canyon''containment'buil'ding by

reduction was not accepted by an~ othe e p

about '20% below the free'-field accelerati'ons.'his proposed

'r":'x crt'witness who

NRD Staff witness,, Mr 'Kuo, stated=

Since all"major structures 'f'rMidblo
Cany'on're

founded on a rock site which is generally
reorganized or 'having 1i'ttle or ':no so'il''tructure
,interaction effect, the discussion of such effect
doe's not:apply to -the seismic .xespon'se assumed
for the design of'he Diablo'Canjron facility.

Xqu at 16.

Dr. Newmark testified that soil structure interaction

would .have a negligible effect at Diablo Canyon, meaning
o't

would reduce the accelerations at the foundation level

not more than five percent'. '.Tr. 676-78,(Newmark)- ter. -'George
~ f ,y|

Young, Governor Brown':s witness, agreed <hat soil structure

interaction effects were not likely to reduce the foundation
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significantly, and, in any case, analy'ses more complete than

Dr. Seed's should be performed before any.reduction in design

accelerations are accepted. Young at..41.

Dr. Trifunac did--aot accept <he'results .of 3)r :Seed's

analysis and instead recommended that more sophisticated

studies be performed to determine the complete interaction

effects. Trifunac at VI-3.

Finally, Dr- Luco expressly zejecXed the .results, of,Dr,-
*

1

Seed's study and thea".demonstrated how" the- failure to consider
C

the complete interaction effects -may result in misleading

conclusion. Tr- 1307 (Luco).. As an, example, Dr. Luco demon-

I'tratedthat interaction effects may reduce the horizontal

component of motion i~ -the foundation while at the same time

increasing the, response.,'„at"hicjher,'levels',j.n the',structure.

Luco at 6-10 -through 6-:ll and figure 6-1'2; see .also Trifunac VI-4

through V.5 (discussion of rocking and torsion effects); Tr.

1320-22 (Trifunac). Dr- Seed's calculation of 25% — 35%

reduction refers only to reductions. in .the translation

component of motion at, the foundation level and fails to con-

sider the effects of the interaction effects that would tend

to increase the response of the structure — rocking effects

and torsion.
C. An analysis of the complete soil structure

interaction effects is=,required to justify reduction of

the design accelerations. Both Drs. Trifunac and Luco have

recommended such an analysis for over 4 years. Soil structure
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interaction is a complex phenomenon. 'Nevertheless, reduction

of 20% — 33% on the design accelerations for Diablo Canyon

have been permitted in the basis of a simplistic and deficient

analysis. Those reductions are not warranted and must .be
19/

rejected.

V- 7.5 M is the proper Safe Shutdown Earthquake ("SSE")
for Diablo Canyon, and no change in that determination
is warranted by recent USGS work on the location of the
1927 earthquake (7.3M)

t

A- The USGS adheres to -its-determination that guides

'pplicationof the Commission regulations in this 'pro-

ceeding: "...the 1927 earthquake could have occurred on the

Hosgri fault and...a similar earthquake with a magnitude of

abou t 7. 5 could occur in the fu ture anywhere along the Hosgri

fault.",. SER Supp,,IV..at „C-.15.„, „

e

B. Despite the development of evidence recently to suggest

that the 1927 earthquake occurred on the Lomyroc fault
adjacent to the Hosgri fault, and not on the Hosgri fault, the

USGS continues to recommend a 7.5 M earthquake on the Hosgri

fault to determine the adequacy of Diablo Canyon's seismic

design. As Dr. Devine testified:

19/ In addition, Joint Intervenors direct the Appeal Board
to Dr. Trifunac's testimony that the damping factor for
structures (.7%) applied in the Hosgri reanalysis is too
large, Trifunac at VI ~ 5 — VI ~ 6, and to the discussion
related to damping in the Joint Intervenors'rief in Support
of Exceptions at 47-50, 54.
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"I think the possibility of the Hosgristill being the source of that earthquake,
the possibility of it is significantly
true to the extent that one must still
consider it in light of nuclear siting,
in my judgment."

Tr. 953 (Devine).

CONCLUSION

Nuclear reactors may not be licensed unless they comply

with all applicable regulations. Vermont Yankee Nuclear

528-29. (ALAB-138). Staff and Applicant assurances that the

plant is safe are not enough. -The Commission's regulations

are the definition of what is required to protect the public

health and safety, and if they are not met, a license to operate

cannot be granted. ALAB-138..'at 528.

The Commission's regulations are intended to reflect
the philosophy that "public safety is the first, last and a

permanent consideration" in decisions to license nuclear

power plants. Consumer Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and

2), ALAB-315, NRCI-76-2, 103-4, citing Power Reactor Co. v.

Electricians,.367 U.S. 396, 402 (1961). Appendix A embodies

that- philosophy. The strict criteria that it sets down-

designed to assure that nuclear power plants can withstand

the effects of earthquakes — were written in recognition

that the occurrence of earthquakes and their possible effects

on 'nuclear power plants were not well understood. Public Service

Co. of New Ham shire, et al. (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2),
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ALAB-422, 6 NRC 33, ill (l977, Mr. Farrar dissenting) (ALAB-422) .

And so Appendix A, in uncompromising terms, demands substantial

margins of safety. It requires that seismic design criteria
for nuclear power plants reflect the "maximum earthquake

potential" of the region, Sec. III(c); that nuclear power

plants be designed to withstand the "maximum vibratory

ground motion" based on an evaluation of the "most severe

earthquake" likely to occur in the region, Sec. V(a); that

earthquake faults near the plant be assigned the "greatest

magnitude related to that fault," which may be larger than,

the "maximum" historical earthquake based geologic evidence,

Sec. V(a) (l) (k); and that the "maximum vibratory accelerations"

at the site "shall be" the design criteria, calculated by

assuming that earthquakes occur on the fault at a point

closest to the plant, Secs. V(a)(1)(i) & (iv).
The Licensing Board found that the DCNPP is designed

adequately to safeguard the public from an earthquake in-

duced accident. That finding, however, is not rooted in the

criteria set out in Appendix A. Instead; the Licensing Board

.applied criteria fashioned by the Staff and Applicant,

standards fashioned to meet an exceptional circumstance:

the discovery of the Hosgri fault,and the need to prove that

a $ 2 billion nuclear facility is safe.

The evidence taken at the prior hearing before the

Licensing Board and at the reopened proceeding when judged

against the Commission's regulations, require the Appeal Board
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to reverse the Licensing Board's determination that Diablo

Canyon meets the seismic design criteria established in

Appendix A.

. Accordingly, the, Joint.Zntervenors respectfully,request

the Appeal:Board to:

1. reverse the Licensing Board's finding that Diablo

Canyon meets the seismic design requirements

specified by Appendix.A;.and

2. deny PG&E's application for a license to operate

this faci,lity.
In the. alternative, the Joint Intervenors request the Appeal

Board to:
1. reverse the Licensing Board's finding that Diablo

Canyon meets the seismic design requirements
1

specif'ied by'Append'ix A; and

2. di~ect the Applicant to perform a three dimensional

complete soil structure interaction analysis and an

analysis on the possible effects of, focusing on strong

ground motion at the,Diablo Canyon site.
'orthat purpose, the Joint Intervenors request the

Appeal Board to establish a special advisory panel of

experts to oversee the conduct of these studies, which

panels will include Drs. Trifunac and Luco and a member

appointed by each of the parties.
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Respectfully submitted,
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David S. Fleischaker, Esq.
1735 Eye Street, N.W.
Suite 709
Washington, D.C. 20006
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CENTER FOR LAW IN THE

PUBLIC INTEREST
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APP. A-1

APPENDIX A TO
THE JOINT INTERVENORS

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I

Question I. The October 15, 1979, Imperial Valley
Earthquake (IV-79, ML = 6.4 — 6.9),provided an extensive
set of strong motion records in the, near field of a rather
severe earthquake. The parties should compare the horizontal
peak acceleration values recorded for various instrument
positions with earlier predictions and compilations of such
motion, e.cC., those contained in the Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR) -on .the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,
Amendment 50, Appendix D LL llB, Figures 2, 3, and 4; and
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Circular 795,
Figures 4, 24, 47, and 48. Those comparisons should (if
possible) address whether there is magnitude independence or
a saturation effect for ground motion intensity in the near
field of earthquakes.

Question II. Response spectra have been developed from .

the near-field (1 to ll km) ground motion records produced .

by IV-79. The records contain horizontal peak acceleration
values in the range of 0.8lg to about.0.2g. The applicant
calculated a mean peak acceleration of 0.36g for IV-79 at
the 5.8 km site-to-fault distance that characterizes the
Diablo Canyon site (Applicant's Brief). Despite the fact
that the IV-79 peak acceleration values are generally lower
than the 1.15g peak acceleration or 0 '5g zero-period
acceleration used as the design basis for the Diablo Canyon
plant-(resulting from a postulated 7.5M event on the Hosgri
fault), there are instances (although only those from the
El Centro Arrays are significant) for which the IV-79 horizontal
responses exceed the Newmark Design Response Spec'trum for
Diablo Canyon. (See staff brief at page 9; Brune Affidavit,
Attachments A and B.) In view of this, the parties should
discuss whether the Newmark Spectrum is an appropriate and
sufficiently conservative representation of the 7.5M event at
Hosgri."/

~/ In other words, if the various IV-798 near filed response
spectra were used to generate a smoothed, average response
spectrum for a zero-period acceleration appropriate to that
event (in accordance with techniques explained in Blume's
testimony fol. Tr. 6099 at page 6 and pages 39 and 40), andif this spectrum were scaled to a 0.75g zero-period accelera-
tion, would the resulting response spectrum be bounded by the
Newmark Spectrum for Diablo Canyon?
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Question III. We are told that IV-79 data are not
relevant to the Diablo Canyon seismic analysis because that
plant is a "rock"site, whereas the Imperial Valley data were
obtained on soil sites. (Rothman-Kuo Affidavit at page 3;
Blume Affidavit, Paragraph 8 ' What is the significance of
this difference in view of the conclusion of the authors of
USGS Circular 795 (based on an analysis of data pro'vided in
that document) that, for comparable earthquake magnitude
and distance, there are no significant differences between
peak .horizontal accerlerations measured on soil or rock?
(USGS Circular 795 at pages 1, 17, and 26) ~ This question
should be considered in light of statements by

appliants'itness

Blume to the effect that acceleration, rather than
velocity or displacement is the critical parameter in the
design of Diablo Canyon (Blume Affidavit, 'Paragraph 9;
,Testimony fol. Tr. 6099, p. 33).

Question IV. The magnitude of vertical and horizontal
acceleration values measured at IV-79 are generally comparable.
(Mean values calculated at a distance of 5.8 km from the fault
are virtually identical.) The response spectra developed
for vertical motion within ll km of the Imperial Fault during
IV-79 appear to show generally equivalent values of vertical
and horizontal response for periods less than about 0.2
seconds (ice., frequencies in excess of 5 cps). Finally,
in some instances the higher frequency portions of the IV-79
response spectra for vertical motion exceed comparable portions
of the Diablo Canyon Design Response Spectrum.

Observations made of the IV-79 data and response spectra
appear to be consistent with the criteria set forth in NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.60. These require that vertical accelera-
tions in the higher frequency range be euqal to horizontal
accelerations. As the guide states:

It should be noted that the vertical
Design Response Spectra are 2/3 those of
the horizontal Design Response Spectra
for frequencies less than 0.25; for
frequencies higher than 3.5 they are the
same, while the ratio varies between 2/3
and 1 for frequencies between 0.25 and 3.5

The references to vertical motion made in the Diablo Canyon
record, however, indicate Chat a 2/3 ratio between vertical
and horizontal motion was apparently utilized at all

frequencies'he

parties should address this apparent inconsistancy and
explain it, if possible. Should there be substantive and
relevant analyses suggesting that vertical motion records
do not reflect the true vertical motion, these should be
provided.
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Question V. Peak horizontal acceleration values measured
at the base of the Imperial Valley Services Building during
IV-79 exceed those measured in the free field l03 meters
away from the building. The motion records are described as
showing similar amplitudes but greater low frequency motion
in the building than in the free field. No response spectra
for the two recording locations have been provided.'he
acceleration data, however, may be. taken to indicate that no
reduction in building motion due to„the tau effect was realized
in this instance.

Based on these observations, intervenors question the
validity of the tau concept as well as its use to reduce the
higher frequency portions of the Diablo Canyon Design Spectrum.
The staff and the applicant answer that, because the Imperial
County Services Building was supported on piles in a deep soil
structure, these observations are irrelevant to the use of a
tau effect in the seismic reanalysis of Diablo Canyon, which
is built on a rock site. Staff witness Newmark, however,
used recorded earthquake motions at the Hollywood Storage
Building to demonstrate the use of a tau effect analysis.
The Hollywood Storage Building itself is built on piles in
soil. Thus, the "build-on-piles" rationale appears insufficient
to explain why no tau effect was evident at the Imperial
Valley Services Building.

One feature distinguishing the two buildings that no
party commented upon is that the Hollywood Storage Building has
a basement 'and the Services Building does not.

Intervenors'itness,Dr. Luco, used this fact to explain in part why he
believes the Hollywood building should have a large tau value.
Rojahn and Ragsdale's discussion implies that to some extent
ground level instrumental responses within the Imperial Valley
Services Building may have been influenced by the response
(and failure) of the building itself.

In any event, given the apparent similarities between
the structural foundations of the two buildings', the explana-
tions provided thus far for a seeming lack of a tau effect
at the Imperial Valley Services Building are inadequate.
The parties should provide additional information on this point
and relate their analyses to both geologic and structural
conditions prevailing at the Diablo Canyon site-

Question VI. Throughout the Licensing Board hearings,
parties stressed the role of soil-structure interactions as a
mechanism that would reduce the magnitude of structure motion
relative to ground motion (~.cC., Tr. 8878; 8974-46). Staff
and applicant's arguments (in response to intervenors'ug-
gestion of the apparent lack of tau effect during IV-79) point
to soil structure interactions as the reason for building motion
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exceeding that of the ground (Blume Affidavit, Paragraph 10;;
Rothman-Kuo Affidavit, page 78). (a) Describe and explain the
circumstances in which soil-structure interactions produce
enhanced or reduced structural response. (b) Discuss the
relevance and applicability for such interactions to the seismic
response assumed for Diablo Canyon.

Question VII. Intervenors (Brune Affidavit, page 5)
and the applicant (Frazier Affidavit, Paragraph 3) have sug-
gested that the strong motion data obtained from stations along
the direction of the Imperial Fault evidence the "focusing"
of earthquake motion. Yet, when the acceleration data of two
such stations, El Centro Array Number 6 and 7, are plotted as a
function of distance from the fault (e.cC., Blume Affidavit,
Figures 1 and 2), the horizontal acceleration values fall well
below the regression line mean for the 1 km distance. The

~ vertical acceleration values are also lower than the mean on
such a plot.

To the extent possible, the parties should analyze the
seismic records for the IV-79 earthquake as they pertain to
the focusing phenomenon and relate the results of such analyses
to the likelihood that, in the event of an earthquake anywhere
along the Hosgri Fault, focusing might result in amplified
seismic motion at Diablo Canyon.

Question VIII. We have received preliminary reports
of the effect of IV-.79 on the Zl Centro,Steam Power Station.
(Board Notification Decemeber 17, 1979, Levin and Martor'e *

Observations; Rothman-Kuo Affidavit, page 12). In many
'espects,the structures and systems of that facility resemble

those of the Diablo Canyon plant. Their response to a severe,
well instrumented seismic event can be analysed to help
confirm or refute analytical techniques and assumptions used
on the Diablo Canyon seismic analysis. The parties should
prepare and submit such an analysis.

Question IX; In addition to answering our questions
about information from the Imperial Valley earthquake, we would
like the parties to address Paragraph E on page 6 of the McMullen
affidavit (included with the staff Response to Joint

Intervenors'otionto Reopen). That paragraph states that, "in its geologic
and seismologic review of the Point Conception LNG site, the
USGS reported that 'Existing evidence favors association of
the 4 Nov., 1927 (M 7.3) Lompoc earthquake with an east
dipping reverse fault such as the Offshore Lompoc or similar
reverse fault 10 km to the south that offsets the seafloor.'"
Does this USGS statement reflect either evidence not presented
on the Diablo Canyon hearing or a change in the USGS position
based on evidence already in the record? In any event, discuss
that statement's implications for this case.
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APPENDIX B TO THE JOINT INTERVENORS'ROPOSED
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Exhibit No.

R-1

R-2

R-3

R-5

R-6

R-7

A licant

Smith Drawing — Fault"Rupture

Map of the Fault Model for the 1966
Parkfield Earthquake

Imperial Valley 1979 Epicentral
Distances

Imperial Valley 1979 Significant
Distances

Peak Acceleration From Strong-Motion
Records: A Postscript — Boore and
Porcella

Peak Horizontal Ground Motions From
the 1979 Imperial Valley Earthquake:
Comparison With Data From Previous
Earthquakes - Boore and Porcella

Tectonic Stress and the Spectra of
Seismic Shear Waves from Earthquakes
by-James N. Brune

In Evidence

68

68

68

68

226

226

800

Blume Figure I-1 (modified by Young) ~ 1349

R-9

R-10

R-ll

R-12

Evaluation of Seismic Criteria and
Design Concepts for Point Conception
LNG Impor't Terminal Environmental
Impact Report by Agbabian Associates,
Dec. 1977

A Diablo Canyon SSE Curve'ased Upon
IV-79 Data (w/o reduction for soil
differences)

Map — Strong-motion stations in the
Imperial Valley, California. (R-LE
Porcella & R.B. Matthiesen, USGS
Open File Report 79-3.654)

Diagram — Surface faulting accompanying
October 15, 1979 earthquake

1074

1418

1418

1418





A licant
APP B-2

Exhibit No.

R-13 Smith diagram — Clock Time Lineup
Stations 1-3

In Evidence

1418

R-14 Smith diagram — Arrival Time Lineup
Stations 1-5 1418

R-15 Smith diagram — Clock Time Lineup
Stations 1-3 1418

R-16

R-17

R-18

R-19

R-20

Smith diagram — Peak Spatial
Covariance and Distance

Distance from Imperial Fault (km)
Statistical Study of IV-79 data by
Dr. Young

Regression Analysis of the Peak
Accelerations Recorded During the
October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley
Earthquake — Seed

Analysis for Diablo Canyon NPS
Based on Imperial Valley (1979)
Earthquake Data — Seed

Mean and Mean plus 1 sigma spectra
for IV-79 — Seed

1418

1418

1418'418

1418

Joint Intervenors

Estimation of Ground Motion
Parameters —USGS Circular 795 226

R-2

R-3

R-4

Geophysical Assessment of Peak
Accelerations by Thomas C. Hanks
and Dennis A. Johnson

Site-Dependent Spectra For
Earthquake-Resistant Design by
H. Bolton Seed, et al.
Relationships of Maximum Acceleration,
Maximum Velocity, Distance From Source,
and Local Site Conditions for Moderately
Strong Earthquakes by H..Bolton Seed,
et al. 245
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Exhibit No.

Joint Intervenors

In Evidence

R-5 Regression Analysis of the Peak Acceler-
ations Recorded During the Octobe'r 15,
1979 Imperial Valley. Earthquake

*
1349

R-6 Simulation of Earthquake Ground
Motions for San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station Unit 1, Final
Report, by Delmar Technical Associates,
May 1978

Supplement I to J.I. Ex. R-6,
July 1979

2/
1134

g2

1134

R-8

R-9

R-10

R-11

R-12

R-13

R-14

R-15

R-16

Supplement II to J. I- Ex. R-6,
August 1980

Supplement III to J. I. Ex. R-6,
August 1980

Map — Coastal and Offshore Geology
Between Point Sal and Point Estero

Parts 1 and 2 — Preliminary .Map
Showing Recency of Faulting in
Coastal South-Central California By
Jane M. Buchanan-Banks, et al. 1978

Trifunac Figure I.l (modified)

Seed Figure I-2 (modified)

Blume SAM 4 and SAM 5 curves
(modif ied)

Trifunac curve (modified)

Transcript p. 9333

2/
1134

.J2'134

withdrawn

361

882

,2/ Certain portions excluded. See Appeal Board Order dated
November 5, 1980..
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Joint Intervenors

Exhibit No. In Evidence

R-17

R-18

Review for the Report "Simulation
of Earthquake Ground Motions for San
Onofre Nuclear Generating .Station,
Unit 1. Supplement .III, August 3.980"
by J.E- Luco

Analysis of Soil-Stru'cture Interaction
Effects by H.R. Seed et al. '(Ex. 58
below)

2/

Review of the Report Simulation of
Earthquake Ground Motions for San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station,
Unit 1, Supplement I, by J.E. Luco,
Oct. 8, 1979

+3

1164

R-20 Figures from Seismic Evaluation
For Postulated 7.5M Hosgri Earth-
quake — Units 1 and 2, Diablo
Canyon Site PGaE

NRC Staf f
R-1

R-2

NUREG/CR 1665 — Equipment Response
at the El Centro Steam Plant During
the October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley
Earthquake by Lawrence Livermore Lab

Map — Seismo-Tectonic Features of the
Santa Barbara Channel Area

1342

1349

R-3 Map — Features of Oil Fields and
Lines of Structure Sections—
Northwest Santa Barbara Channel 1349

2/ Certain portions excluded. See Appeal Board Order dated
November 5, 1980.

3/ Except for portions referring to San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station.
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Exhibit No.

Governor Brown

In Evidence

R-1 SAM V Plotted as a Function of
Horizontal Fault Distance

R-2 Table Showing Building Heights, Site
Conditions and Fault Distances For
1971 San Fernando Earthquake Stations
Listed in USGS Cir. 795 With Fault
Distances Less Than 50 km.

R-3

R-4

R-5

USGS Circular 795 Data From 1971
San Fernando Earthquake With Fault
Distance less than 50 km Not Included
in TERA Report of August 1980

U. S. Dept. of Commerce Report — San
Fernando, California, Earthquake of
February 9, 1971

Seismic Design Spectra For Nuclear
Power Plants By Nathan M- Newmark,
et al. 464

R-6

R-7

R-8

R-9

R-10

R-11

Visco-elastic parameters for the
earth structure at Diablo Canyon

Prescription of Rupture Incoherence
Used in Earthquake Modeling Process

Response to Proposed Task 4 Earthquake
Ground Motion Simula'tions For San
Onofre, Unit 1 by Del Mar Technical
Assoc., revised September 5, 1979

Fault Dip Sensitivity Study-
Frazier (3 pages)

Imperial Valley Earthquake
Computation

Blume Figure I-1 (modified)
by Young

9'C) 0

4/Bll

93.2

93.2

13Ll 2

4/ Cover and p. 34 only.





Governor Brown

In Evidence

Figure A — Comparison of TERA 1971
San Fernando Earthquake Accelera-
tions Plotted at Seed Fault Distances
With Seed Attenuation Curves; P. 2—
Figure B — Comparison of TERA 1971
San Fernando Earthquake Accelerations
Plotted at TERA Fault Distances with
Seed Attenuation Curves 1112

Comparison of IV-79 (M + W ) and
Newmark Diablo Canyon Horizontal
Spectra Both Scaled to 0.75 G Mean
Peak Ground Acceleration 1112

Comparison of IV-79 (M +~) Unscaled
Vertical Spectrum With Newmark Diablo
Canyon Spectra 1112
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of:
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC

COMPANY
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant, Units 1 & 2

Docket Nos. 50-275 O.L.
50-323 O.L.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 15th day of December, 1980,

I have served copies of the foregoing JOINT INTERVENORS'RO-

POSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW by mailing them

through the U.S. Mail, first-class, postage prepaid, to those

persons listed below, except those designated'y an asterisk

on whom service was made by express mail.

Richard S. Salzmang
Chairman

Atomic Safety & Licensing
Appeal Board

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

4350. East West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dr. W. Reed Johnson
Atomic Safety & Licensing

Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
4350 East West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dr. John H. Buck
Atomic Safety & Licensing

Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
4350 East West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Elizabeth S. Bowers, Esq.
Chairman

Atomic Safety & Licensing
Board

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Mail Drop East West 450
Washington, D.C.. 20555
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Mr. Glenn O. Bright
Atomic Safety & Licensing

Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commi ss ion
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Jerry Kline
Atomic Safety & Licensing

Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

. Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Docket & Service Section
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commiss ion
Washington, D.C. 20555

William J. Olmstead, Esq.
Edward G. Ketchen, Esq.

*

Lucinda Low Swartz
Charles A. Barth
Office of the Executive Legal

Director — BETH 042
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Mrs. Elizabeth Apfelberg
c/o Nancy Culver
192 Luneta Drive.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Mr. Frederick Eissler
Scenic Shoreline Preservation

Conference, Inc.
4623 More Mesa Drive
Santa Barabara, CA 93105

Sandra A. Silver
1760 Alisal Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Gordon Silver
1760 Alisal Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Joel Reynolds
John Phillips, Esq.
Center For Law In
The Public Interest
10203 Santa Monica Boulevard
Fifth Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067

* Bruce Norton, Esq.
3216 N. Third Street
Suite 202
Phoenix, Arizona 85012

Andrew Baldwin, Esp.
Friends of the Earth
124 Spear Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Janice E. Kerr, Esq.
Lawrence Q. Garcia, Esq.
J. Calvin Simpson, Ehq.
California Public Utilities

Commission
5346 State Building
350 McAllister Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94102

* Malcolm H. Furbush, Esp.
Vice President and
General Counsel

Philip A. Crane, Esq.
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
31st Floor
77 Beale Street, Room 3127
San Francisco, CA 94106

* Arthur C. Gehr, Esq.
Snell & Wilmer
3100 Valley Center
Phoenix, Arizona 85073
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Mrs. Raye Fleming
1920 Mattie Road
Shell Beach, Ca 93499

MHB Technical Associates
1723 Hamilton Avenue
Suite K
San Jose, CA 95125

Carl Neiburger
Telegram Tribune
P.O. Box

112'an

Luis Obispo, CA 93402

.Byron S. Georgiou
Legal Affairs Secretary
Governor's Office
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Herbert H. Brown, Esq.
Lawrence Coe Lanpher, Esq-
Hill, Christopher G Phillips
1900 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

David S. Fleischaker, Esp.
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